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Introduction 
Chen and Ramakrishnan [1983] give necessary and sufficient conditions 
in the finitely additive setting for a sequence of independent and iden-
tically distributed random variables to satisfy the Glivenko-Cantelli 
Theorem. Here it is show.,n that their conditions are equivalent to the 
random variables having the same distribution functions as a random variable 
on a countably additive measure space. It is shown that the validity of 
the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem holds for any independent sequence of ran-
dom variables with respect to a product strategic measure (not necessarily 
a power measure) with the same distribution functions (not necessarily 
identically distributed) iff the common distribution functions are those 
of a random variable on a countably additive probability space. In doing 
so the Kolmogoroff strong law of large numbers must be extended from the 
setting of Chen [1981] to the present setting. 
1) Distribution Functions 
Let x1 and x2 be sets equipped with algebras B1 and B2 of subsets 
and finitely additive probabilities µ1 and µ 2 respectively. Let J be the 
smallest algebra of subsets of 1R= (-Cl0,00) containing the intervals (-oo,t) 
and (- 00, t] for all t. Let z1 and z2 be random variables on x1 and x2 in 
-1 that z1 (J) c:B1 for i = 1,2. Define the distribution functions Fz(t) = ~ ~ i 
µi(Zi (-ClO, t]) and Gz (t) =µi(Zi (- 00, t)) for i=l,2. If Fz =Fz and 
i 1 2 
GZ =Gz say that z1 and z2 have the same distribution functions. If 1 2 
(X2,B2,µ 2) is a countabiy additive probability space and z1 has the same 
distribution functions as z2 say that z1 has countably additive distribution. 
Lemma 1.1 z1 and z2 have the same distribution functions iff the image 
-1 -1 
measures µ1oz1 and µ2oz2 on J aYe the same. 
Proof Innnediate. c 
Remark Call z1 and z2 identically distributed iff Bi contains 
-1 J -1 cr(Zi ( )) = cr(Zi) for 1,2 and µiozi yields the same measure on a(J), 
the Borel sets in (- 00 ,00), for i =1,2, Karandikar [1982]. An even stronger 
X 
definition is used by Chen and Ramakrishnan [1983] where Bi= 2 i for i = 1, 2 
1 m 
and they require µiozi- to be the same measure on 2 · for i=l,2. 
Proposition 1.2 The following are equivalent if Xis a set with Ban 
algebra of subsets,µ a finitely additive probability on Band Z is a 
random variable on X. 
i) Z has countably additive distribution. 
-1 J ii)µ extends in a countably additive fashion from~ () to a(Z) = 
a(z-1(J)). 
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iii) FZ is right continuous, GZ is left continuous and o = FZ(- 00) = 
1 - Fz(co). 
Proof i) Qiii) is immediate 
iii)ic>i) Let v be the countably additive Borel measure on (-co,co) with 
Fz (t) =v ((- 00 , t]) and Gz(t) = v(- 00, t). Let Z (x) = x be considered as a 
0 
random variable on (- 00,00.). Z
0 
and Z have the same distribution functions. 
" -1 iii) Qii) Take v as in the proof of iii) Qi. Define µ on cr(Z (J)) = 
-1 " -1 " Z (cr(J)) by µ(Z (A)) =v (A). µ is a countably additive extension (by 
-1 -1 Lemma 1.1) ofµ from Z (J) to cr(Z (J)). 
ii) i=>i) F Z and GZ remain the distribution functions of Z if B is 
" replaced by cr(Z) and µ by the µ of the proof of iii) i=> ii). c 
Example 1. 3 There exists a finitely additive Borel measure v on (- 00,co). 
giving measure 1 to the dyadic rationals D in [O,l] so that ·v ( [O, t]) = t for 
O<t<l. 
To see this let o denote Dirac measure on the Borel sets for real x. 
Let v be 
n 
X 
2n 
-n ·1: 0 -n. 2 ~l k2 Consider {V :nEN} to be a net of finitely addi-n 
tive Borel measures. Let v be any limit point of this net for the (compact) 
topology of pointwise convergence on the Borel sets. Since v (D) = 1 for 
n 
-n -n n 
all n we have v(D) = 1. Since v ([O,k2 ]) = k2 for all k < 2 and n < m 
m 
-n -n n 
we have v([O,k2 ]) = k2 if k ~2 for all n. By continuity we have 
v([O,t]) = t for all t E [0,1]. 
Remarks It may be shown that if D is a countable dense set in (- co, 00 ) and 
v 2 is a countably additive Borel probability measure on (- 00 , 00 ) there exists 
a finitely additive Borel probability measure v 1 on (- 00,00) with v 1 (D) = 1 and 
v 1 ((- 00 , t]) =v 2 ((- 00 , t]) for all t. Letting z1 (t) = z2 (t) for all t one 
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obtains z1 and z2 with the same distribution functions. z2 has countably 
additive distribution even though v 2 is purely finitely additive. Exam-
ple 1.3 shows this in case vis uniform distribution on [0,1]. 
This example shows that in Proposition 1.2 ii) may hold withoutµ 
being countably additive on a(Z) even if a(Z) c:B. 
We may extendv from the Borel sets of (- 00 , 00 ) to 21R without 
affecting the conclusion of Example 1.3. 
2) Kolmogoroff's Strong Law of Large Numbers 
Let X be a discrete space so that 2X is the relevant algebra of sets. 
00 . Let H =X be given the product topology. Let {y :ne:N} be a sequence of 
n 
probability measures on X thought of as forming a strategy a= (a ,a1 , •• • a , ••• ) o n 
n 
with a =y and a 1(x1 , ••• ,x 1 ,dx ) =y (dx ) for all (x1, ••• ,x ) e: X • o n- n- n n n n 
Associate to a the strategic measure a on the clopen algebra of Has in 
Dubins and Savage [1965] and extended by regularity to a a-algebra by 
Purves and Sudderth [1976]. The strategic measure a thus obtained is 
called a strategic product measure and is denoted by y1xy2x·~ •• xynx •••• 
The strategy a is termed an independent strategy in this case. If 
y j = y for all j we speak of a strategic power measure and denote it by 
00 y • A sequence of random variables {Z : neN} on X gives rise to a corres-
n 
ponding sequence of coordinate functions {Z : n £ N} on H by the requirement 
n 
Theorem (Kolmogoroff's Strong Law of Large Numbers) 
Let y be the strategic product measure y1x ••• xynx •••• 
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Let {z :ne:N} 
n 
be a sequence of coordinate functions. Suppose that with respect toy 
n 
-1 
the distribution functions FZ and GZ are F and G for all n. n (z1 + ••• 
+ Zn) converges y-almost surel; to then common mean µ = Jxzn dY n iff z1 
is y 1 integrable. 
Proof The integrability of z1 or any other Z depends only on the dis-n . 
tribution functions F and G. Indeed the proof of Lemma 4.5 of Chen [1977] 
00 
shows that z1 is integrable iff n~l [l - F(n) +G(-n) +G(-n)] < 00 • When z1 is 
integrable then Jz1dy1 is expressible in terms of F and G. To see 
this for - 00 < t < 00 define H( t) to be F( t +). Note that F(- 00) = H(- 00) = 0 
= 1 - H(00) = 1 - F(00) since z1 is integrable. One may easily verify that 
Jz1dy1 = t: t dH(t). 
Assume that z1 is integrable and set Y = Z -µ for all n. It must n n 
-1 be shown that n (Y1 + ••• +Yn) converges to O y-almost surely. To estab-
lish this we follow classical reasoning as in Rao [1984]. We first note 
that Chen [1977] Corollary 4.5 shows that this holds provided that 
~ n - 2[J y 2 dy ] < co , even if {y } fail to have common distribution 
n=l X n n n 
functions. Even if {z} fail to have counnon distribution functions but 
n 
µ = J z dy +µ 
n X n n 
-1 then n (Z1 + ••• +Zn)+µ y-almost surely as n + 00 as 
long as E n-20 z2 dy - J Z dyn 2 ]< 00 , Chen [1977] Corollary 4· .• 1 
n=l X n n X n 
Let E = {IX I > n} , F = { I Y I < n} , U = Y X F and V = Y XE so 
n n n n- n n n n 
· n n 
Yn = Un +Vn for all n. Note that µn = J~undyn = J £1 Yll .::_n}Yl dy1 converges 
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I 2 2 1 2 Next note that Un dyn -µn ~ _ x1 dy1 X {.J.x1 I <n} 
n-1 ~ k~O (k+1) 2 y1 ({k < I Y1 1 ~k +l}). Thus, 
; n -2[1 u 2 d - 2 ] < E n~l (k+1>2 y ( {k < I y I < k+l}) 
n=l X n Y n µ n - n=l k=O n 2 1 1 -
Thus, as previously noted, !. (u
1 
+ •.• +U ) + O y-almost as surely ?-s n + 00 • 
n n 
1 To show that -(Y1 + ••• +Y ) + 0 y-almost surely it is now sufficient to n n 
show that !(v1 + ••• + V ) + 0 y - almost surely. Actually it is the case n n 
for y-almost all x = (x )e; H that V (x ) =O for n sufficiently large. This 
n n n 
is a consequence of the Borel-Cantelli Corollary 2.2 of Chen [1977] and 
00 00 
the fact that nh yn ( {Vn I= O}) = n~l y1 { IY1 I > n} < 00• The latter sum is 
finite by Lemma 4.5 of Chen [1977] since Y1 is y 1-integrable. 
- One implication of the theorem has been established. For the converse 
-1 -1 
assume that (z1 + ••• + Z )n = S n converges y-almost everywhere to µ. n n 
Write Z n-l as S n-1 -s 
1
(n-l)-1 (n-l)n-l to deduce that Z n-1 +o y-
n n n- n 
almost surely. The Borel-Cantelli Corollary 2.2 of Chen [1977) shows that 
00 00 J 
n~l y n ({ I Zn I > n}} = n~l y 1 ({ I z1 [ > n}) < 00 • This shows that XI z1 I dy 1 < co 
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by Lennua 4.5 of Chen [1977]. This completes the proof of the theorem. c 
Corollary>2-2-l For each n€ N let X be a set, 8 an algebra of subsets, 
n n 
y a finitely additive probability measure on X and Z a random variable 
n n n X 
on Xn with Fz = F and GZ = G. Extend each yn arbitrarily to 2 n and let 
· n n 
y =y ,x ••• xy ••• be the strategic product measure (which may be constructed 
n 
by considering y defined on 2X where X = x_ U. • • UX ••• ) In order that 
n -~ n 
the strong law of large numbers hold for {z} it is necessary and suffi-
n 
cient that z1 be y1 integrable. 
z1 (x1)+ •.. +z (x ) J Remark 11,.e event E ={(x): n n n -I> X z1dy1} is in the 
tail a-field determined by the random variables {Z :n€ N} • This corollary 
n 
th 
merely ~tates that y(E) = 1 for all strategic product measures whose n 
factor agrees with y on B. The most important case in Corollary 2-2-1 
. n n 
is When B -- z-1 (J) for all n. N t t i t t i th B (Z ) n n ex mos mpor an s e case n = cr n • 
3) The Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem 
Let {y} be a sequence of finitely additive probability measures on 
n 
2X and let {Z} be an associated sequence of random variables on X with 
n 
common distribution functions F = FZ and G = GZ • Let y be the strategic 
n n 
product measure y1xy2x ••• xynx •••• For each n construct the empirical 
n -1 . 
distribution functions G (t,x) = .1;1 n Xe ) (Z.(x.)) and n J- - 00 , t J J 
Set Y-e t,x) = Xe ) (Z (x)) and 
n - 00 , t n 
+ Y (t,x) =Xe t](Z (x)). n - 00 , n - lo For.any.n. Fy~+(c1,•")(s) ·= 1
1
-F(t) 0 < s < 1 
l<s 
s<O 
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,. .. 
and 
s<O 
O<s<l 
l<s 
Thus, {y! (t, ·>} have common distribution 
have common distribution functions with JX Y~ (t, • )dy1=y 1 ({Z1 < t}) = G(t). 
Applies tion of Proposition 2-2 to the sequences {Y; ( t, •)} and { Y !( t, •)} of 
integrable random variables immediately yields this proposition. c 
Proposition 3 .1 For any - 00 < t < 00 
lim G (t,x) = G(t) and 
n 
lim F (t,x) = F(t) n . 
n+00 
for y-almost all x in H. 
The Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem is concerned with the set C of xE H 
so that the empirical distribution functions F (•,x) converge uniformly 
n 
to F(•) on (- 00 , 00 ) rather than merely pointwise. Since each F (•,x) is 
n 
a distribution function of a countably additive probability it follows 
that so is F and that F(t-) = lim F (t-,x) if t ElR and x EC. 
n+ 00 n 
Proposition 3 .2 If y(C) > 0 then the random variables {Zj} have common 
countably additive distribution. 
Proof It must be shown that F( t) - F( t -) = y / { t}) for each point of dis-
continuity t of F. Select one. For y-almost all x, hence y-almost all 
x in C, hence for at least one x £C the strong law of large numbers tells 
- n 1 
us that F ( t,x) - F ( t ,x) = F (t,x) - G ( t,x) = jI:l - x{ } (Zj (xj)) converges 
n n n n = n t 
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to y l ( { t}) = F( t) - G( t) • But also F (t,x) -F (t; x) converges to 
n n 
F(t) -F(t-). Since t is arbitrary the proposition is established. c 
Proposition 3.3 If {zj} has a connnon countably additive distribution 
then y(C) = 1. 
Proof Pick e: > 0. Pick tm < ~ so that F( tm) < e:/2 and F( ~) ~l - e:/2. 
For y-almos t all x e: H there is an n(x) so that IF ( t ,x) - F( t ) I < e:/2 
n m · m -
and IFn(~,x) -F(~)I ~e:/2 for n~n(h}. Thus IFn(t,~) -F(t)I ~e: if 
t e: [ tm' ~] and n ~n(h). 
Let D denote a countable dense set in [tm'~] containing all dis-
continuity points of F. For each de: D there is a tail event Ed of y-
probability 1 in H so that if x e: Ed then Fn (d,x) converges to F(d) 
and if d is a discontinuity point of F then F (d,x) - F (d- ,x) approaches 
n n 
y1 ( {d}) = F(d) - F(d-). Lemma 1 of Chen and Ramakrishnan assures us that 
if x e:E=n {Ed:de:D} then Fn(•,x) converges uniformly to F(•) on [tm'~l-
Since y is countably additive on the tail algebra by Purves and Sudderth 
[1977] or [1983] it follows that y(D) = 1. Thus, for y-almost all x e:li 
F (•,a) converges uniformly to F(•) on [t ,t..]. Since the set of x in H 
n m~ 
which have F (•,x) eventually within e: of F(•) outside [t ,t..] is also a n m -M 
tail event of y-probability 1 it follows that for y-almost all x e:H 
F (•,x) converges uniformly to F(•) outside [t ,t..]. This suffices to n m -M 
establish the proposition. c 
Putting Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 together we have the Glivenko-
Cantelli Theorem. 
Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem Let X. be a set, Bj an algebra of sets Y. 
J J 
a finitely additive probability measure on Bj and Zj a random variable 
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on Xj with distribution functions FZ. =F and GZ. =G for all j EN. Extend 
X J J 
yj to 2 where X = jUXj and let y be the associated strategic product 
measure. In order that F (•,z) converge uniformly to F(•) it is necessary 
n 
and sufficient that the Zj's have countably additive distribution. In 
this case G (•,x) converges uniformly to G(•) for y-almost all x EH. 
n 
Remark One may interchange the roles of F and Gin the Glivenko-Cantelli 
Theorem. 
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